
Fantasia
Create fantasy in your cup !



Fantasia

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

Make your fantasy a reality with Evebot’s new coffee latte printer series- 
Fantasia. With this revolutionary latte printer, you can create high resolution  
image or text in seconds onto your favorite frothy beverages, both hot and 
cold. 

Who wouldn’t be amazed looking 
at their selfies on their own cup of 
coffee ? Share a special message 
perhaps  ?  Your customers wi l l  
absolutely make a rave on how 
Fantasia transformed a simple cup 
of coffee into awesomeness!

Interestingness

Our customers can’t help to capture 
and spontaneous ly  share thei r  
personalized latte images into their 
social media accounts. Think of it as 
word-of-mouth advertisement that 
promotes your brand effortlessly and 
would lead to unexpected opportunities! 

Social Sharing

Safety
Independent R&D spray-head. 
Fantasia’s edible ink (special ly 
formulated food ingredients) 
passed the SGS food safety 
cert if ication for consumers 
protection.
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Product Features

No devices needed WiFi-enabled

Upload image s imply  by
scanning QR code or input URL

Print any desired image or 
text as fast as 20 seconds!

Full-metal frame and exterior, made 
from high quality solid materials

Create inspiring art designs
atop the froth layer of your
coffee,both hot and cold.

Stand-alone machine

LCD touchscreen can be rotated 
from 0º to 60º for best viewing angle

Biaxial rotation system
More attractive, captivating atmosphere lamp 
design that blends for a cozier room ambience

Atmosphere lamp design

No APP needed

Fast & Amazing

High-security

Rock-solid

The edible ink is certified 
by SGS, food safety 
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How to use it

FancyBox

About us

Prepare a cup of frothed-topped 
beverage and place it on Fantasia 
tray.

Upload an image from your phone 
gallery by typing a URL. On-site selfie 
would be a good choice too, or 
simply choose from our cloud library 
for a quicker alternative.
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Print your selected image in seconds, 
giving you a personalized, interesting 
user experience.

Fantasia’s FunBox is the key component to our patented food safety 
system. It is a propriety capsule filled with SGS approved ingredients 
that can create/print about 500 cups. Fantasia’s edible ink passed 
the food safety certification from SGS.

Eve-Innovation is a leading surface treatment solution provider that 
makes technology fun and simple, easy to use and creating endless 
possibilities. We consistently develop and innovate state of the art 
products, from personalized food, unique goods to amazing industrial 
products. With our Fantasia series, we are looking forward to spreading 
good vibes by making our coffee-lover customers delighted around 
the world. 

Learn more at  www.evebot.cc any inquiry please contact info@evebot.cc
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Size : 27cm x34cm x 41cm

Electric parameters : AC 110V ~220V 50/60Hz

Network parameters: WiFi 802.11b/g/n

Cup height : 5cm ~ 18cm

Cup diameter : 4cm ~10cm

Net Weight : 10kg

Operating power: 200W

Product parameters


